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QUESTION 1

Which type of antivirus scan is unsupported by Isilon OneFS? 

A. Individual files 

B. Policy scan 

C. MultiScan 

D. On-access 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer needs to be able to periodically monitor their node live performance for ongoing operational tasks as well as
during problem analysis. You have recommended they use the isi statistics command to fulfill this need. What types of
statistics and statuses could be displayed with this command? 

A. Protocol status, drive statistics, hardware statistics, node statistics 

B. Node alerts, Job Engine statistics, hardware status, protocol statistics 

C. Node statistics, general status, drive status, hardware statistics 

D. Drive statistics, node status, protocol alerts, general performance 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: http://isilon-lab.blogspot.com/2017/08/isilon-performance-metrics-hints.html 

 

QUESTION 3

You are asked to size a cluster for a file sharing environment. nfsstat indicates that 75% of the requests are namespace
operations (e.g., GETADDR, SETADDR). There will be 8,000 active Linux users, connecting over NFS. Which cluster
configuration would you recommend? 

A. Five X400 (66 TB) 48 GB RAM, 1.2 TB SSD, N+2:1 

B. Eight X200 (27 TB) 12 GB RAM, 600 GB SSD, N+2 

C. Eight X200 (27 TB) 48 GB RAM, 600 GB SSD, N+2:1 

D. Eight X200 (36 TB) 48 GB RAM, no SSD, N+2:1 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4



On an Isilon cluster, how much space should be reserved for snapshots by default? 

A. 0% 

B. 5% 

C. 10% 

D. 20% 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the behavior of the Isilon time and date settings and what is the best practice? 

A. SMB time sync takes precedence over the NTP service SMB time is enabled by default on the cluster Best Practice:
do not use SMB time, use NTP for cluster and Domain Controller 

B. NTP service takes precedence over SMB time sync SMB time is enabled by default on the cluster Best Practice: do
not use NTP time, use SMB for cluster and Domain Controller 

C. NTP service takes precedence over SMB time sync SMB time is enabled by default on the cluster Best Practice: do
not use SMB time, use NTP for cluster and Domain Controller 

D. SMB time sync takes precedence over the NTP service SMB time is not enabled by default on the cluster Best
Practice: do not use NTP time, use SMB for cluster and Domain Controller 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

What accurately represents Isilon SyncIQ Automated Failover? 

A. SmartLock directories will automatically failover 

B. Replication relationships will change upon failover 

C. No changes in Identity Management will be needed 

D. Target directories will not need to be shared with clients 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

When designing Isilon solutions, what issues should you pay special attention to? 

A. Avoid being too enthusiastic over the technology Balancing technical and business requirements Provide Options
Design to meet customer expectations 



B. Workflow Document Solutions Document Application types Data strategy 

C. Solutions Document Balancing technical and business requirements Providing many options Practical vs. theoretical
implementations 

D. Solutions Document Balancing technical and business requirements Downstream hand-off Design to meet customer
expectations 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the minimum number of connected and available nodes required to maintain quorum in a 25-node Isilon
cluster? 

A. 10 

B. 12 

C. 13 

D. 17 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer is considering the use of RBAC to centrally administer user accounts that can log into multiple Isilon
clusters. What is a potential capability for the customer? 

A. Assign users only custom roles with privileges to perform specific administrative tasks 

B. Assign individual privileges for specific administrative tasks directly to user accounts 

C. Assign users built-in or custom roles with privileges to perform specific administrative tasks 

D. Assign users only built-in roles with privileges to perform specific administrative tasks 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Your customer\\'s initial use case was Home Directories. They implemented the cluster with four 1Gbps ports and
LACP. They are planning to expand their cluster to support their core file services. They plan to upgrade their network
infrastructure to 10 GbE to facilitate this. 

What are two design impacts this change will have? 

A. Maximum performance is obtained by only using a single 10GbE interface per node. LACP and multiple links may be
used to increase redundancy, but will not provide more overall performance to the system 



B. LACP and multiple links may be used to increase redundancy, but will not provide more overall performance to the
system. FCoE should be considered for the External Network Ports on the nodes. 

C. Dual 10GbE ports on each node will enable throughput of 20Gbps. Only connect half of the nodes to the network. 

D. Maximum performance is obtained by only using a single 10GbE interface per node. Isilon can support up to
400MB/s per node 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Which type of link aggregation is supported with Isilon nodes? 

A. Aggregation of up to eight similar ports in the same cluster 

B. Aggregation across Ethernet ports in a node 

C. Aggregation of 10 GbE and 40 GbE ports 

D. Aggregation across two or four nodes 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://mydocuments.emc.com/pub/en-us/isilon/onefs/7.2.1/ifs-pub-administration-guide-gui/23-ifs-br-
networking.htm 

 

QUESTION 12

DRAG DROP 

A customer is trying to read data from Node 1 to Node 5 in an Isilon cluster. The two Isilon nodes have the same
content in the private caches. Cached data is consistent across both instances. What is the correct sequence of steps
that OneFS uses to ensure that all data is consistent across the entire shared cache? 

Select and Place: 



Correct Answer: 

Reference https://www.emc.com/collateral/hardware/white-papers/h13249-isilon-onefs-smartflash-wp.pdf 
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